
January 2009 
Solar System: by Chance or Design?
During the paSt few DeCaDeS, advanced telescopes and high-tech
satellites have opened huge windows of understanding into the worlds
that surround us. They have allowed us to study the surfaces (as well as
sub-surfaces) of many of the planets, moons, asteroids, and comets that
share our local neighborhood. They have even given us evidence for
the existence of more than one hundred other planets orbiting nearby
stars. Perhaps the most significant result of all this technology is the
growing body of evidence that our solar system is a special and super-
naturally created place.

The wealth of new data in recent years has been causing secular the-
ories and models in astronomy to rapidly change. This is a testimony of
their failure to make adequate explanations and accurate predictions,
two of the most important cornerstones for scientific theories. The most
widely-accepted ideas about the origin and development of our solar
system are currently riddled with holes, as many secular scientists
openly admit. In our January meeting, speaker Brandon Church exam-
ines these theories, and exposes the tremendous problems they have.

As part of our study, Brandon also leads us on a fascinating and pic-
ture-filled tour of the planets and major moons in the solar system,
paying special attention to the uniqueness and beauty of each.  
This presentation is an updated version of the one Brandon gave in

August of 2007, supplemented by PowerPoint slides. It also includes

new calculations on the probability of the amazing precision in the

solar system!

Be sure to join us for an update on this subject!

(1 hour, 38 minutes, $8)
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february 2009 
amazon Journey!
The mere word “Amazon” evokes images of impenetrable jungle, bril-
liantly-hued macaws and morpho butterflies, flesh-tearing piranhas,
bone-shaking malaria, venomous serpents, and blowgun-toting indige-
nous hunters. An accurate perception? Well, only partly.

About a year ago, DSA president Dr. Keith Swenson* and his wife
Connie toured the beautiful and fabled Rio Amazonas of Peru and the
expansive rainforest that envelopes it. They boated the big river and
small backwater streams, hiked jungle trails (including at night), and
even traversed the rainforest canopy 120 feet above the forest floor.
They saw exotic plants such as bromeliads and heliconias and an array
of critters including a giant anteater; capybara; tapir; sloths; monkeys;
over a hundred species of birds; an assortment of frogs, lizards, and
snakes—and, of course, bugs of all sorts. They also caught piranhas in
the Napo River, and learned to use a blowgun.

For this DSA presentation, Keith takes us on an Amazon Journey by
means of powerpoint images and recordings of actual rainforest sounds.
Especially learn how a creation worldview helped Keith and Connie bet-
ter understand and appreciate Amazonia—and why it is vital that you

remember to wear your “creation sunglasses” before embarking on your
next vacation adventure.

*Dr. Keith Swenson is a retired medical doctor and is currently Assistant

Professor of Natural Sciences at Multnomah University. He has been presi-

dent of DSA for over ten years.

(1 hour, 55 minutes, $8)

March 2009 
the flood, the ark and gilgamesh
Most population groups on earth have global flood traditions in their
folklore. Some accounts are sketchy, while others are quite elaborate.
One of the best known is the Gilgamesh Epic, which liberal theolo-
gians often cite as the basis for the Genesis Flood account. Is this pos-
sibly the case or is the truth the other way around—Gilgamesh is a
mythical account, distantly rooted in the true account of Genesis?

On this presentation, popular DSA speaker, Horst Matschukat*,
explores this and other issues related to the Genesis Flood. Horst
emphasizes that he holds firmly to the inerrancy of all Scripture
including the early chapters of Genesis. He observes that “hardly any-
thing in the Bible has been attacked as much as God’s cataclysmic
judgment of Noah’s Flood”.

Horst will conclude that evolution-promoters, with the willing help
of liberal theologians, have  propagated the idea that the Gilgamesh
Epic stood at the cradle of the Genesis Creation and Flood accounts,
thus depriving the biblical record of historical validity. He presents
documentation that such a belief is false and should be rejected by

Bible-believing Christians.

*Horst Matschukat was born and raised in Germany, and holds a BSEE degree from an engineering

college there. A retired Construction manager, he became a Christian at 18 years old “through the

good offices of the Chaplain’s Corps US Army”. Horst and wife Hilla immigrated to this country in

1960, and have two adult children and three grandchildren.

He has developed a series of eight one-hour lectures, on the subject of origins, emphasizing that

“he is not a scientist, but one that just talks about readily available information which supports

Genesis 1 – 11” and specifically the verse In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth.

(1 hour, 30 minutes, $8)

continued next page



May 2009 
Lessons from the national parks
During Job’s ordeal he challenged his “friends” to “ask the animals, and
they will teach you. . .or speak to the earth, and it will teach you,”(Job
12:7,8). DSA members John Hergenrather and Dennis Bokovoy have
taken Job’s challenge to task in examining our National Parks. Two
twenty-minute scenic presentations are given—one of Bryce, Zion, and
Grand Canyon; the other of the Yellowstone & Grand Teton area, raising
such questions as:

Did you know that research in Jackson Hole has documented that
coyotes and badgers hunt cooperatively to catch and share their meal?
How do cooperative systems like this come about by “survival of the
fittest” evolution?

were you aware that the petrified forests of Yellowstone are consid-
ered to be 50 million years old, yet some are not completely petrified?
What do organic remains inside of petrified logs teach us about their
supposed ages? 

what does the “V” shape, not a “U” shape, of the Grand Canyon of
the Yellowstone teach us about how and when it was carved?

Did you know remnants of sedimentary rock layers on top of the
Teton Range correlate with those found in the Grand Canyon of
Arizona? What do continental-sized rock layers teach about the condi-
tions that deposited them?

Many huge steep-walled side canyons in the Southwest have little 
or no water source to carve them. What does this suggest about how
they were formed?

Vertical-walled canyons in the Southwest have a conspicuous lack of
talus or rockfall debris. What does the absence of talus teach us about
the age of these canyons?

Join us as we listen to what these beautiful parts of our country are teaching us!

(1 hour, 29 minutes, $8)

continued next page



June 2009 
Order in the Court—will the real Entropy
please rise!
As we look at our world around us we see things moving, growing, stick-
ing, shocking and even getting blown up. Energy is flowing all around us,
sometimes changing forms. We take chemical energy stored in bonds in
the gasoline, then burn it rapidly in our car engines to change it to heat
energy which expands the gas, and we capture much of that energy and
turn it into mechanical energy that moves our car. Other forms that we
encounter are light, magnetic, electric, and motion (kinetic) energy. The
natural dynamic world and universe around us is about moving, absorb-
ing and releasing energy. Most objects will try to be at an minimum of
energy if they can. Energy is constantly changing the form it is in, but
apparently it is not created or destroyed. 

The most difficult form of energy to conceptualize is that related to
Entropy. Entropy has in many modern science classes been called the
“energy of disorder”. The second law of thermodynamics can be inter-
preted to state, “The entropy of the universe (or any closed system) will
increase over time.” Because the unfortunate name “disorder” has been
used for entropy, some minor voices in the Christian community assumed
that God would not create disorder—so it must have come at the time of
the fall. Others have used the Second Law of Thermodynamics (a conse-
quence of entropy) to imply that evolution should, by random chance and
entropy, lead to disorder. Some evolutionists have countered that the
earth is an “open” system, not closed and therefore the second law does
not strictly apply. 

Popular DSA speaker Mark Deming* makes clear what entropy really
is and how it relates to other forms of energy. He also makes applications
to the real world, biomolecules and to genetics—and concludes by trying to answer some of the questions related to the creation–evolu-
tion debate.

Be sure to watch Mark Deming make order out of entropy!

*Dr. Mark Deming is currently teaching chemistry at Portland Community College, Portland, Or. He has a Ph.D. Chemistry, USC (1992) and a

B.S. Chemistry, CSULA (1986)

(1 hour, 40 minutes, $8)

continued next page



august 2009 
Origin of the grand Canyon by Late flood
Channelized flow
The Grand Canyon is a fascinating place. Its origin is important, con-
sidering which paradigm of earth history is more reasonable: the “little
water over a long time” (uniformitarian) or “huge amount of water over
a short time” (catastrophic). However, uniformitarian scientists have
had over 150 years to decipher its origin, and despite several ideas—
which are summarized by speaker Michael Oard*—they fall far short
in explaining the origin of Grand Canyon. 

Creationists possess two hypotheses: a post-Flood dam-breach or a
late Flood channelized erosion. The dam-breach thinking comes in
three versions but has numerous problems. Two of these problems
seem fatal: (1) the lack of evidence for ponded lakes southeast and
northeast of Grand Canyon and (2) the erosion of long, deep tributary
canyons down to the level of Grand Canyon, both of which will be dis-
cussed. A new hypothesis for the late Flood channelized erosion will be
described by showing from geomorphology that the Grand Canyon,
being just another of over a thousand water gaps, very likely was cut
late in the Flood. The erosion started with the Great Denudation that
eroded 6,000 to 10,000 feet of sedimentary rocks from the Canyon area
during east to northeast flowing sheet currents. This event fits the Sheet
Flow Phase during the early Retreating Stage of the Flood. Then the
Flood current reversed, probably because of the rise of the Southern
Rocky Mountains, and channelized, flowing vigorously westward. It
was during this Channelized Flow Phase of the late Retreating Stage
that likely carved Grand Canyon. 

Be sure to join us as we consider the formative days of the Grand

Canyon!

*Michael Oard earned his B.S. and M.S. degrees in Atmospheric Science from the University of Washington. He retired after 30 years as a

professional meteorologist with the National Weather Service. He also was a research meteorologist for 6 years at the University of

Washington and has published several research articles in journals of the American Meteorological Association. He has been doing creation

research in the earth sciences for about 35 years and has published over 100 articles in creationist technical and layman periodicals. Mr.

Oard has also authored, coauthored, or been editor of twelve creationist books on the Flood, the Ice Age, weather, and geology. He is on the

board of the Creation Research Society.

(1 hour, 48 minutes, $8)

continued next page



October 2009 
Solving the problem of Distant Starlight and
a Young earth
Recent developments in creationist cosmology offer an elegant expla-
nation of the distant starlight question which is consistent with the
Genesis account of creation and is based on recent astronomical obser-
vations. Presented by popular speaker Dr. Tom Kindell*, this October
meeting examines the newly revised model of Dr. Russell Humphreys
which uses relativistic time dilation. This proven aspect of Einstein's
General Theory of Relativity explains how God could create the Earth
in six literal days about six thousand years ago, and yet it is scientifi-
cally reasonable for us to be able to see stars that are billions of light
years away. Also, it is of note that recent observations are showing that

we live in a galacto-centric universe.

Be sure to watch or review this richly-illustrated and thought-

provoking presentation!

*Dr. Thomas Kindell was once an ardent believer in the “fact” of evolution.

However, through his exposure to the scientific case for creation, he

became a zealous creationist. He has received advanced training in scien-

tific creationism through the Graduate School of the Institute for Creation

Research in Santee, California. He also has studied Christian Apologetics

and Biblical-Scientific Creationism at California Graduate School of

Theology where he received his M.A. in Biblical Studies. He holds a

Doctorate in Philosophy of Theology (major in philosophy of Biblical apolo-

getics.) Dr. Kindell is the founder and president of Reasons for Faith

Ministries, Inc., a non-profit ministry dedicated to equipping Christian believ-

ers to “give every man an answer” for their faith. 

He has also successfully debated the scientific case for creation against

notable evolutionists on high school and college campuses, radio, and tele-

vision. Dr. Kindell is a frequent guest on the radio series “Science, Scripture & Salvation” which is produced by the Institute for Creation

Research, and is the author of the acclaimed book, “Evolution on Trial.”

Website: www.reasonsforfaith.org

(1 hour, 42 minutes, $8)

continued next page



December 2009 
already gone: why the Young are Leaving
Church
In 2009, Ken Ham and Britt Beemer published a scientific research
report entitled Already Gone that deals with the phenomenon that 61%
of young people today leave the church by the time they start college.
Ham and Beemer discovered that this trend starts already in the junior
and senior high grades, and maintain that: “The problem, in both the
United Kingdom and America, began when the Church basically dis-
connected the Bible from the real world. Churches in America are not
places where people typically talk about dinosaurs, fossils, or the age
of the earth—that is left up to the secular schools and colleges.
Effectively, the Church concentrates on the spiritual and moral aspects
of Christianity.

The “disconnect” between faith and fact is an illusion created by an
overwhelming misinterpretation of the facts. Observational science
confirms the Bible’s history and, thus, also the Christian doctrines (like
the gospel) that are based in that history.”

The authors further state that Sunday school does not produce the
desired results and they hasten to add that Sunday school teachers and
leaders are not to blame for the outcome. This, of course, immediately
begs the question: Who is responsible for these results?

Popular speaker Horst Matschukat* will walk us back in history and
show that the problem originated about the same time Sunday school
was started by Robert Raikes in England in 1780. 

The answer will surprise you.

*Horst Matschukat was born and raised in Germany, and holds a BSEE

degree from an engineering college there. A retired Project/Construction man-

ager, he became a Christian at 18 years old “through the good offices of the Chaplain’s Corps US Army”. Horst and wife Hilla immigrated to this

country in 1960, and have two adult children and three grandchildren.

He has developed a series of eight one-hour lectures, on the foundational subject of origins, emphasizing that “he is not a scientist, but one

that just talks about readily available information which supports Genesis 1 – 11” and specifically the verse In the beginning God created the

heavens and the earth.

(1 hour, 40 minutes, $8)

Catalog to be continued on part 5


